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A LEADER IN DIGITAL MINIMALISM

WHO WE ARE
Livin’ Analog is a personal and professional development project that has adapted a
digitally minimal approach for life enrichment and advancement. We focus on
underrecognized, prevalent obstacles in the world today and aim to increase scrutiny in
these areas.

Our training and resources challenge the ‘norm,’ provoke thought, and facilitate
transformation. In order to go forward and achieve progress, we must first go
backwards and rethink our processes.

ABOUT THE FOUNDER
Olivia Orman is the Founder & CEO of Livin’ Analog and a
multimedia communications professional at Publishing
Concepts, LLC. She initiated this personal and professional
development project to provide training and resources for
backward-looking thinkers, corporations, and schools
curious about digital minimalism.

When Olivia is away from her creative pursuits, you will find
her exploring new places on a whim, constantly trying new
activities, or reading almost any book.

ROBERT P.
Insurance Professional

"I'm a firm believer in balance of tech. Everybody
should listen to these seminars. Thanks."

BROOKE H.
Healthcare Professional

"Olivia provided great information in her session
and started an important conversation about the
impact of device usage in the workplace. This
topic is not talked about enough and I found it to
be very valuable."

WE WORK WITH:
CORPORATIONSBACKWARD-

LOOKING THINKERS
SCHOOLS

https://www.publishingconceptsllc.com/


Why is the necessity for digital minimalism greater than ever before?

How affected is the general public by electronic overuse?

How are current technology usage patterns hindering productivity?

What role does digital minimalism play in increasing productivity?

What are additional benefits of living more analog?

Why is going backwards the way forward?

What is preventing us from powering down our devices?

How can we free ourselves from electronic bondage?

How can we start using technology more effectively to accomplish more?

What can we start doing today to practice digital minimalism?
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

DALE O.
Agriculture Professional

"I found Olivia Orman to be very articulate and
easy to understand. I would definitely
recommend her to anyone needing a presenter."

KATE S.
Healthcare Professional

"I never got a smartphone because I didn't want
to have the radiation exposure to my body. After
this talk, I realized I also might have been
avoiding one because I knew it would create a lot
more distractions and time wasting." 

FOLLOW LIVIN' ANALOG
media@livinanalog.com

www.livinanalog.com

@weliveanalog

@livinanalog


